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This thesis studies the evolvement of religionary power that happened in Jiushi 
street , Heping town ,Shaowu county ,Fujian province . Firstly , it analyzes zoology , 
traffic , administration and population vicissitude of Shaowu county . Then , exhibits 
the development of Heping town since Song Dynasty , and exert myself to describe 
the power vicissitude between religiones of Ming and Qing Dynasty , so as to dicuss 
the important factor that induced these changes . 
Concretely , as early as Song Dynasty , Heping town was civilization prospersity , 
and there were countless people pass imperial examinations , Shangguan kindred of 
Qianshan village was prominenced . Shangguan kindred had lots of people pass 
imperial examimations . Besides , the kindred system influnced mostly the local 
culture . From Ming Dynasty on , the local religion was developed , and different 
religion concurrence , so they strifed in order to dispute the dominant of community 
affair , the force eat and flow incessantly . 
From Ming to the middle period of Qing, scholarly honour is the most 
influencing factor among those affecting the power of Jiushi Street, Heping Town. If 
some clans were superior to the other in pursuing scholarly honour, the clan would 
occupy a better or even dominant position in community affairs. The Huangs of 
Dongyuan and the Huangs of Zhusu were the representitives of this factor. They were 
superior to the other clans in pursuing scholarly honour, so they had occupied a better 
position in community affairs by the early days of Qing Dynasty. 
Compared to this, at the end of Qing Dynasty, the achievement in business had 
become the main factor of community power. Less members of each clan focused on 
pursuing scholarly honour. More and more people became businessmen. Those clans 
which gained great achievement in business, although they might be in a inferior 
position, could still play an important role in community affairs. Both the Liaos and 
the Lis of Dongmen got important position in community affairs in this period 
because they were very successful in paper trading and then gained scholarly honour 
by donation. Opposite to this, those clans which mainly focused on scholarly honour 
became less important in the community because they could not succeed in business. 
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10 辑和第 21 辑，都是汇集和平各方面情况的专辑，资料较为丰富。第 10 辑中
对和平概况、分县衙门、部分重要建筑和古迹，及主要地方特产等分别做了简要
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